
Protecting communication since 2013 
For most organizations wiretapping of key individuals would cause 
severe damage.
 
Using Cryptify Call is as simple as making an ordinary phone call or 
sending messages. As it  runs on your Smartphone, you always have a 
secure alternative available that you know how to use.
 
The security is based on well proven, state-of-the-art cryptography 
such as MIKEY-SAKKE for key exchange and Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES) for media protection.
 
The solution offers an intuitive, easy-to-use, management system that 
gives the organization absolute and exclusive control of all key mate-
rial in their, so called, Security Domain.
 
Compared with conventional encryption solutions – which are asso-
ciated with costly and complex IT projects, and in many cases dedi-
cated encryption terminals – Cryptify Call provides a cost effective, 
certified, solution using standardized communication technology 
and modern cryptography.
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Values and Benefits
The Cryptify Call solution provides end-to-end  
encrypted and authenticated voice and messaging com-
munication over existing mobile broadband or Wi-Fi 
networks.
 
Being able to utilize Wi-Fi networks in addition to 
mobile broadband networks does not only provide  
extra resilience of the service availability, but also a cost  
efficient alternative when traveling abroad.
 
The architecture is designed to completely keep secu-
rity related information apart from other information. 
This enables each organization to have full control of 
all security related information, while at the same time  
being able to share parts of the infrastructure with other 
organizations.
 
To enable vendor interoperability Cryptify Call is based 
on open standards and protocols.

Advanced Functionality
Phone Conference - enable end-to-end protected confe-
rence calls with up to 50 participants. Users can easily  
allocate a conference room from within the Cryptify Call 
application.

Group Messaging - enable users to address multiple reci-
pients with a single message with replies sent to all group 
members.

Message Attachments - enable users to attach arbitrary  
files, e.g. photos, documents or videos, to a message. Files 
can be attached to individual messages as well as to group 
messages.

Distribution of Contact Lists - enable users to easily create 
and share contact lists with other users.

Connected Domains - enable users from different security 
domains to communicate. All functionality is supported 
cross domain.

Swift enrolment - enables the administrator to enroll 
users in the system simply by providing a QR code.

PBX Gateway - enables mobile users to call users in a fixed 
telephony network and vice versa.
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